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Abstract. Commonly used methodologies for systems analysis are 
data- or function-oriented and are sufficient for information systems 
which will be implemented on passive database management systems 
(DBMS). In the last years, several research prototypes of active DBMS 
and active mechanisms in commercially available DBMS have been 
developed. To fully use the potential of these rule-based mechanisms, a 
rule-based systems analysis methodology seems necessary. This paper 
defines and structures business rules as a main component of such a 
methodology and presents a meta-model for business rules; further- 
more, an outlook on the implementation of the meta-model in a reposi- 
tory system is given. 

1 Introduction 
Many current database research projects are focusing on the specification and imple- 
mentation of databases which provide active components (cf. [StHH87]; [DaBM88]; 
[WiCL91]; [Gatz94]; [ChMi93]). First results of this research are already available 
in commercial DBMS such as CA-Ingres, Oracle or Sybase (of. [KnHS94]). In 
connection with this progress on the implementation level, the importance of treating 
business rules on the conceptual level has been emphasized (cf, [App184]; [VLLS88]; 
[BBSGg0]; [Mori93]; [KnHe93]). Though the term business rule is often referred to, 
it is defined and used rather differently and often restricted to semantic integrity 
constraints (cf. e.g. [App188]; [SaVo91]). However, business rules do not only cover 
data integrity but may also impose restrictions on organizational dynamics; there- 
fore, we define business rules with reference to [BBSG90] as statements about how 
the business is done, i.e., about guidelines and restrictions with respect to states and 
processes in an organization [HeKn94]. 

In [HKMS94] a comparison of selected function-oriented, data-oriented, and object- 
oriented methods revealed the lack of an approach for a convenient graphical 
specification of business rules at the conceptual level. To complete the ongoing 
research dealing with the graphical representation of business rules (cf. e.g. 
[Tana92], [MaOd92]) we focus on the administration of business rules in a reposi- 
tory and try to derive graphical views from it. 

The work presented in this paper has been partially supported by the Swiss National 
Science Foundation, Priority Program Informatics, Project 5003-034330. 
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2 Business Rules 

2.1 Systems Analysis Focusing on Business Rules 

A main purpose of systems analysis is to collect all relevant information about the 
universe of discourse [Poh193]; these facts are primarily about processes and about 
the structure and manipulation of data objects. Business rules as defined above 
encompass both aspects; therefore, we want to treat business rules as a central 
element of systems analysis and adapt the process of systems analysis accordingly 
(cf. Figure 1). In this process facts are collected in the real world (e.g. by interviews 
or document analysis) and specified as business rules and data structures�9 After 
verifying the specifications, they can be used in systems design and implementation�9 
The first part of the process may be supported by a repository system which 
encompasses funcionalities to store, retrieve, validate represent, and manipulate the 
relevant meta-data including business rules�9 

~Collection of business rules relevant 
in the universe of discourse 

@ ~ !  Derivation of modelling constructs 
referred to by,business rules - - ~  

Verification of business rules ~Ik 

I Systems design, implementation .... { 
k-_ 

Legend: 

Data stored in a repository [ I Function of the 

- ,t~ Data access r , _~ Other activities 
Figure 1: Systems analysis focusing on business rules 

2.2 The Structure of Business Rules 

Business rules can be represented according to the structure of rules in active 
databases (cf. [DaBM88]) using the three basic components event, condition and 
action (ECA) [TsKL90]. Several case studies to extract business rules from 
practically applied information systems (cf. [KnHS94]) revealed the need for an 
extension of this structure to ECAA: 
�9 Event: When has a business rule to be processed? 
�9 Condition: What has to be checked? 
�9 Then-Act ion:  What has to be done if the condition is true? 
�9 Else-Act ion:  What has to be done if the condition is false? 
These basic component types of business rules can be further classified into several 
subtypes [HeKn94] which is especially relevant for the definition of a syntax for 
describing business rules in a repository. 
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The ECAA structure allows to specify single business rules (e.g. encompassing sta- 
tic integrity constraints) and the definition of entire processes consisting of business 
rules. The importance of events with respect to processes is emphasized in [Stre94] 
and [Sche94]. For specifying processes, the action component of a rule has to be 
linked to raised events which trigger other business rules; this link is specified 
within the action component. 

To illustrate the scope and different types of business rules, we introduce some 
examples which may be relevant in an order processing system. In this system we 
want to specify the process of order entry and some constraints for the treatment of 
orders. In the first stage of the order processing we want to assure that a person who 
calls to put an order is a customer: 

[BRI ] ON phone call of a person 
IF (person is a registrated customer) 
THEN specify order, ~> EVENT 'order specified' 
ELSE reject order, ~ EVENT 'order rejected' 

After being identified as a customer, he or she specifies an order; the order is only 
accepted if the total amount of the order does not exceed the actual credit limit of the 
customer: 

[BR2] ON 
IF 
THEN 

ELSE 

The acceptance 
customer. Apart 
Because 
clerk 20 

[BR3] 

[BR4] 

[BRS] 

ON 
THEN 

ON 
IF 
THEN 

Finally, the order 
within 30 days. 

[BR6] ON 
THEN 

[BRT] ON 
IF 
THEN 

order specified 
(credit-limit of customer > order-total) 
registrate order, =) EVENT 'order registrated' 
SET order-state .'= 'accepted' 
SET credit-limit := credit-limit - order-total 
reject order, �9 EVENT 'order rejected' 

of an order results in a confirmation letter which is sent to the 
from the confirmation, the task of assembling the order is triggered. 

every order has to be delivered within 30 days, we remind the responsible 
days after the acceptance to deliver the order. 

ON order registrated 
THEN write confirmation letter 

SET order-state := 'confirmed' 

order registrated 
assemble order, ~ EVENT 'order assembled' 

20 days AFTER [order registrated] 
order not assembled 
remind responsible clerk 
is delivered to the customer who is expected to pay the order total 

order assembled 
deliver order, =) EVENT 'order delivered' 

30 days AFTER [order delivered] 
(order not paid) 
remind customer, ~ EVENT 'customer reminded' 
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[BR8] ON order paid 
THEN SET order state = 'closed', �9 EVENT 'order closed' 

SET credit-limit := credit-limit + order-total 
SET closure date := today() 

After payment the order is closed and kept in the system for ten years. 

[BR9] ON 10 years AFTER [order closed] 
THEN attempt to delete order, ~ EVENT 'order deletion attempted' 

To prevent an erase of an order prior to this delay event, the following rule is 
specified: 
[BRIO] ON order deletion attempted 

IF order closure date > (today() - 10 years) 
THEN reject deletion of order 

issue message ,, Orders must be kept for 10 years" 
ELSE delete order, =) EVENT 'order deletion' 

To ensure that no customer is deleted while having an order, the following business 
rule may be specified: 
[BR11] ON customer deletion attempted 

IF 3 order related to customer 
THEN reject deletion of customer 

issue message ,,Deletion not possible because of existing orders" 
ELSE delete customer, �9 EVENT 'customer deleted' 

These examples show the close relation of business rules to the concepts of 
'workflow management' (cf. e.g. [Hei194]) and 'business process re-engineering' 
[HaCh93]; therefore, the meta-model presented in this paper includes a submodel 
'process' (cf. section 3.2.4). 

2.3 Abstraction and Specialization of Business Rules 
An IS may encompass plenty of business rules; therefore, mechanisms for reducing 
the complexity have to be provided. One possibility to achieve this is a leveled 
approach for the specification of business rules, i.e., their generalization and 
specialization of business rules. In [DeMa78] a balancing rule for leveled dataflow 
diagrams (DFD) is specified: The parent and the child diagram have to be balanced, 
i.e . . . .  data flows into and out of the parent bubble are equivalent to data flows into 
and out of the child diagram". An adaptation of this rule on the specialization of 
business rules is that on both levels the triggering event and the raised events have to 
be identical. 

In our concept, different levels for specifying business rules are allocated to 
(sub)processes encompassing a specific subset of all business rules (cf. Figure 2). 
This allocation allows a reuse of business rules on different levels (e.g. the business 
rule 'BR-4' in Figure 2). The reused business rules always raise the same events but 
they may trigger different business rules, depending on the subset of business rules 
which define the current subprocess. 

Because the concept of business rules incorporates these different abstraction levels, 
allows the description of concurrent activities and explicitly incorporates the time 
dimension (event types 'time event', 'interval events', 'periodical events' and 'delay 
events'), the model can be classified as dynamic (el. [MeBS94]). 
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Figure 2: Specialization of business rules 

3 A Meta-Model  for Business Rules 
The meta-model presented in this chapter is assigned to the second layer of the IRDS 
standard [ANSI89] and describes therefore information about the meta-structure of 
facts to be stored in the data dictionary. The meta-model is discussed in two parts: 
the first is about the core of the meta-model including the two submodels 'Business 
Rule' and 'Modeling constructs' and the second deals with the embedding of 
business rules into further submodels. 

3.1 The Core of the Meta-Model 

3.1.1 Submodel 'Business Rule' 
The submodel 'Business rule' consists of the four meta-entity-types Business rule, 
Event, Condition and Action (cf. Figure 3). Every business rule has exactly one 
event, at most one condition and one or two actions (then/else). Furthermore, 
business rules can be specialized and generalized which leads to a recursive m:n 
relationship on Business rule. Events and conditions can be complex and have 
therefore also recursive m:n relationships. As shown in the examples actions of 
business rules may raise events which is depicted in the meta model as a relationship 
between the meta-entity-types Action and Event. 

3.1.2 Subrnodel 'Modeling Construct' 
The submodel 'Modeling construct' encompasses the meta-entity-types for the 
specification of a conceptual data model. The most popular data model for 
conceptual modeling is the Entity Relationship Model; therefore, we incorporate into 
the submodel 'Modeling construct' the meta-entity-types entity type, relationship 
type and attribute (cf. Figure 3). The semantic of the relationship between compo- 
nents of business rules and modeling constructs is e.g. the retrieval, modification, 
derivation or deletion of the data of a modeling construct. The following relation- 
ships between components of business rules and modeling constructs are possible: 
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Submodel 'Busine; ;s rule' 
_israised_by 

specialized-bY--O, 1 
I 

0,Nt BusineSSrule 

1,N 

consists_of [ ~  is_part_of 

t 0,'N 0,IN 1]1 0]1 0,N--1 1~2 0,N 
' ' | consists_of 

0 N Event Condition ~0,N Action 
/ 

i i I 

0 , N  0,N 0,N 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Submodel 'Modeling construct' :I references .:- t7 .: .:- ..- .: .:..: .:- .- .:. :- : .~ .- .: :- ..- .: .- 
0,N 0,,N 0, N 

Data tO, N__includes___O,Nt Modeling 
schema construct 

 n'it t e 

0,N has- 0,N 

Figure 3: Submodels 'Business rule' and 'Modeling construct' 

�9 Relationship between Event  and Model ing construct: Data related events (which 
may also be part of a complex event) make reference to modeling constructs 
within the universe of discourse. 

* Relationship between Condition and Model ing construct: The specification of 
conditions always refers to modeling constructs whose content has to be retrieved 
for the evaluation of the condition. 

�9 Relationship between Action and Model ing construct: An action may explicitly 
refer to modeling constructs. 

These relationships between modeling constructs and business rules may be depicted 
e.g. in an Entity-Relationship-Event-Rule (ER z) diagram [Tana92]. 

As discussed in the description of a business rule based systems analysis (cf. 
Figure 1), modeling constructs can be derived from a collection of business rules and 
afterwards structured in a conceptual data model (cf. Figure 4). 
The submodels 'business rule' and 'model ing construct'  allow a data view on the 
meta model focusing on the relationship between modeling constructs and business 
rules; it can be regarded from the following points of view: 
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I 

Clerk 

Person 

/ ' sa  
- - I  

Customer [ 1 , 1  --puts-----O,N f Order ] 

credit limit product amount total closure state 
date 

Figure 4: Data model resulting from the example business rules 

1. Business rule W modeling construct: Which impact has a specific business rule 
on modeling constructs? 
Example: The business rule [BR2] 
includes registration of order (--- insertion) 

order state (modification) 

2. Modeling construct ~ business rule: Which business rules use a specific 
modeling construct? 
Example: The entity type 'Order' is referenced by 
[BR2 ] Event, action (modification) 
[BR3] Event, action (modification) 

3.2 Embedding Business Rules into their Environment 

3.2.1 Overview 
Business rules as defined and exemplified above describe how the business is done; 
however, to obtain an integrated view on the universe of discourse they have to be 
embedded into their own environment. Therefore, the recta-model consists of several 
submodels linked to the central submodel 'business rule'. Figure 5 shows the 
relationships between the submodel 'business rule' and the other submodels: 
�9 'Modeling construct': As discussed above, business rule components may refer to 

modeling constructs. 
�9 'Origin': A business rule has at least one origin. 
�9 'Organizational unit': Each component of a business rule is processed within an 

organizational unit. 
�9 'Process': Business rules may be an element of a process, which consists of at 

least one business rule. Processes are furthermore linked to organizational units. 
�9 'Software component': Components of business rules may be implemented in a 

software component as e.g. a module or a stored procedure. 
These relationships allow a classification of business rules [HeKn94] which is briefly 
discussed within the sections describing the submodels. 
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Figure 5." Embedding business rules 

3 . 2 . 2  S u b m o d e l  'Origin' 
Business rules may originate outside or inside an organization. Externally 
originating rules can be further divided into natural facts which are eternally fixed 
and (e.g. legal) norms which are specified by the society and may change. Internal 
origins can be either primary or secondary; an origin is primary if its content is 
originally described in a source document, whereas a secondary origin has previously 
been derived from another source. The knowledge about the origin of a business rule 
allows among others an analysis from the following two viewpoints: 
1. Origin => business rule: Which business rules originate from a specific origin 

(e.g. in case of modifications of real world rules from a specific origin)? 
2. Business rule w origin: Where does a specific business rule originate from (e.g. 

for checking the consistency between the implementation and the real world)? 
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3.2.3 Submodel 'Organizational Unit' 
The assignment of business rule components to the organizational units which are 
responsible for processing the components leads to intra and inter unit rules. This 
classification may help to support the administration of business rules in an organi- 
zation. The analysis of the relationship between business rules and organizational 
units can again be done from two different points of view: 
1. Organizational unit ~ (components of a) business rule: 

�9 Which business rules are triggered in a specific organizational unit? 
Example: Tasks of the accounts department trigger [BR7] and [BR8] 

�9 Which conditions of business rules are checked in a specific organizational 
unit? 
Example: The accounts department checks the condition of [BRT] 

�9 Which actions of business rules are performed in a specific organizational 
unit? 
Example: The accounts department performs the actions of [BR7] and [BR8] 

2. Business rule ~ organizational unit: 

�9 Which organizational units are responsible for the processing of the 
components of a specific business rule? 
Example [BR4]." The registration of an order occurs e.g. in the sales 
department, whereas the order is assembled by the storage department. 

3.2.4 Submodel 'Process' 
Actions of business rules can be related to events resulting in ECA-chains describing 
the dynamic of processes (cf. [Sche94]) like the example depicted in Figure 6. Such a 
process is defined by starting and ending business rules; however, because of 
additional properties, processes can not be entirely described by business rules. These 
facts about processes include e.g. process name, process owner, involved 
employees/organizational units and relationships to other processes. 

The focus on the process dynamics, i.e., the functional view, can be analyzed from 
two different viewpoints: 
l. Process W business rule: Which business rules define a specific process? 

Example: Order processing (without accounting) is specified by rules [BR1] to 
[BR7] 

2. Business rule ~ process: Which processes are referred to by components of a 
business rule? 
Example: Within the order specification a reservation for the ordered products 
is done. This reservation could reduce the available stock below a threshold and 
cause the reordering of the concerned product. [BR1] would therefore be a part 
of the order processing and would simultaneously trigger the process of reor- 
dering the product from our supplier. 

The integrated consideration of the data and functional view leads to information 
about the modeling constructs to which a process refers. 
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r 

Figure 6: Order processing described by business rules 

The representation of the process in Figure 6 shows that most activities are linked 
through actions raising events and triggering the next business rules. Only between 
the rules [BR7] and [BR8] no link exists because [BR8] is triggered by the user event 
'order paid' which cannot be raised by an action of another business rule of the 
enterprise. Therefore, the completion of the process depends on raising this event. 
The diagram shows the importance of this view on business rules because among 
others it indicates such critical points where the continuation of a process depends on 
an event from the environment. 

3.2.5 Suhmodel 'Software Component' 
The process depicted in Figure 6 delivers no information about the distribution of 
business rules between the computer system and its environment, i.e., the real world. 
To obtain this information, the ECA components of the business rules have to be 
assigned to software components (e.g. functions or database triggers) and/or the sy- 
stem environment (cf. Figure 7), resulting in 2~=8 types of rules. This assignment 
can be determined from the following viewpoints: 
�9 Description of the current system (systems survey) 
�9 Description of possible assignments (alternatives analysis) 
�9 Description of the planned assignments (analysis of target systems). 
As stated in [Poo92], high-level business policies are normally transformed into low- 
level computational representations and are ,,buried deep within the system program 
code". To support the maintenance of an IS, the examination of the current 
assignments helps to find the (possibly redundant) implementations of a specific 
business rule: the modification of e.g. an organizational guideline leads to the 
determination of business rules originating from this document; afterwards, the 
actual implementation can be derived by regarding the relationship to software 
components. 
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Figure 7." Order processing with assignment of the ECA components to 
software components and~or the system environment. 

The analysis of alternatives is only necessary for defining a planned assignment if 
the current system is not satisfying. The possible assignment especially depends on 
the question if it is feasible to implement a rule component within an IS. For 
determining the planned assignment of the components, several aspects have to be 
taken into account [HeKn94]: 
�9 Flexibility: Rule components implemented in a computer system are processed 

very strictly; this may prevent adequate actions in exceptional situations. 
�9 Consistency of  the rule enforcing: The disadvantage mentioned above may also 

be regarded as an advantage, because those components implemented in compu- 
ter systems are always processed in the same consistent way. 

�9 Data: How difficult is it to store all data needed for computer based processing of 
a rule component? 

�9 Complexity: Is it possible to implement the logic of a component with acceptable 
expenses (e.g. non-feasible algorithms)? 

�9 Number of  interactions: The amount of interfaces necessary for processing a 
business should be minimized. One should strive for a homogenous rule proces- 
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sing and assign the whole business rule either to the IS or to its environment. 
�9 Des i rab i l i t y :  Beneath technical aspects one has to determine whether the control 

on processing a specific rule component should be left to a computer system (e.g. 
with respect to ethical reasons). 

4 The Implementation of the Meta-Model within a Repository 
System for Business Rules 

The repository system based on the meta-model described is currently being 
implemented using the repository system Rochade, whose functionalities allow the 
specification of the meta-model and the implementation of a graphical user-interface 
for its manipulation. 

Repository systems have to provide some basic application independent 
functionality (cf. [Myra94]); some additional functionality resulting from the specific 
use for business rule based systems analysis can be derived from Figure 1. For the 
basic administration of the main submodels 'Business rule' and 'Modeling 
construct', the repository system has to support the tasks 
�9 business rule registration, 
�9 verification of the business rules (e.g. checking for loops), 
�9 derivation of modeling constructs, 
�9 specification of the data structure and 
�9 verification of the consistency between business rules and modeling constructs. 
To cope with the large number of verbally described business rules, the repository 
system has to provide functionalities for detailed analysis as the ones discussed 
above. These analysis may result in written output or can he partially visualized 
using graphical notations as e.g. 
�9 the overview on the relationship between business rules and modeling objects 

with ER 2 diagrams [Tana92] or the dynamic of a specific entity type with Entity 
Life History diagrams [DOCC92] 

�9 the dynamics of business rules with original or adapted Petri-Nets (cf. e.g. 
[Tana92];[TsGH94]), event-driven process chains [HoKS93], State-Transition 
Diagrams [Lipe89] or Event Schemes [MaOd92]. 

Further functions of the repository system will probably include the manipulation of 
the other submodels. 

5 Conclusions and Outlook 
Business rules are an important element of IS but rather neglected in commonly used 
methodologies of systems analysis. According to research in the area of active 
databases and to proposals for graphical representations of rules implemented in 
those databases, a meta-model for the treatment of business rules on the conceptual 
level is proposed. In this meta-model business rules are embedded into their 
environment which leads to various possibilities for analysis and administration of 
business rules. This embedded business rules as a technique for systems analysis 
fulfill requirements of systems users and analysts as e.g. the ones described in 
[McGi92]. The meta-model is currently being implemented using the commercial 
repository system Rochade [HeMy95]. The functionality of the business rules re- 
pository system allows an easy administration of a large amount of business rules; 
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furthermore, several graphical representation of views on the meta-data is implemen- 
ted within Rochade. The business rule repository will subsequently be applied on a 
large case study encompassing approximately 750 business rules from an insurance 
application. 
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